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SHAGGY & SCOOBY-DOO?
What’s always the best way for the Scooby gang to search for clues?
...Split up, of course!

Fill out your contact details below:

And while Fred, Daphne and Velma are still looking, Shaggy and
Scooby-Doo have found a monster!!

Date of Birth: .........................................................

To celebrate Halloween this year, we want you to design the monster that’s scaring
Shaggy and Scooby-Doo!

..............................................................................

Your monster can be as scary or as funny as you like. You can use your creepy
colouring skills to colour the picture in and your beastly brains to think up a nasty name
and a deadly description!

..............................................................................

Return your completed monster picture to your local ACE Comics by 11am on
Saturday 26th October, and the best design will win a copy of the ‘Monster On The Hill’
graphic novel by Rob Harrell!
"Really fun, goofy, extremely silly fantasy for readers of all ages, crying out for reviewers
and critics to make appalling puns of the 'monstrously good' variety." - Neil Gaiman
"Rob Harrell has jumped the fence from comic strips to graphic novels with ease, and
brought with him wit, strong characters, and last minute twists. Funny, original,
unexpected. And best of all: excellent monsters!" - Jeff Smith, creator of Bone

Name: ...................................................................
Address: ...............................................................
..............................................................................
Postcode: .............................................................
Tel. no.: .................................................................
Email: ...................................................................
ACE Comics will not disclose your information to any other parties or use it for any
purposes other than judging the competition and contacting the winner. All entries are
non-returnable. Scooby-Doo and all related characters and elements are trademarks of
and © Hanna-Barbera.

We will be displaying as many entries as we can in-store after the event, as well as
uploading them to our website and Facebook page!
So get your pencils out, pronto!

acecomics.co.uk

